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After this, pantomime was regular feature at Drury Lane. The pantomimic thematic repertoire featured
adaptations from the works of the best epic authors, dramatists, and poets such as Virgil, whose story of Dido's
tragic love was one of the most popular on the pantomimic stage. This convention goes back to the medieval
mystery plays, where the right side of the stage symbolised Heaven and the left side symbolised Hell. The
theatre historian David Mayer explains the use of the "batte" or slapstick and the transformation scene that led
to the harlequinade: Rich gave his Harlequin the power to create stage magic in league with offstage craftsmen
who operated trick scenery. The principal male and female characters from the beginning plotline, often both
played by young women, [29] became the lovers Columbine and Harlequin, the mother or father of Columbine
became Pantaloon, and the servant or other comic character became Clown. The main extant source on ancient
pantomime is the dialogue On the Dance written in Greek by the Syrian rhetorician Lucian of Samosata
around the middle of the second century AD. Objects, too, were transformed by Harlequin's magic bat. The
thing they fear, often a ghost, appears behind them, but at first the characters ignore the audience's warnings of
danger. At the same time, Harlequin began to be portrayed in a more romantic and stylised way. The
performance was accompanied by a large orchestra made of wind and stringed instruments and the rhythm
was maintained by the scabellum, which was operated by one of the musicians, usually the flute-player, and
attached to the foot. Dance reforms developed in the eighteenth century took ancient Greco-Roman
pantomime as the model to set against the contemporary practice of dance as an ornamental divertissement
devoid of any meaning and emotional content and consisting of a sheer display of technical virtuosity. Each
"scenario" used some of the same stock characters. As critic Michael Billington has explained, if the star
enters into the spirit of the entertainment, he or she can add to its overall effect, while if it becomes a
"showcase for a star" who "stands outside the action", the celebrity's presence can detract, notwithstanding the
marketing advantage that the star brings to the piece. The dancer danced all the roles, relying on masks, stock
poses and gestures and a hand-language cheironomy so complex and expressive that the pantomime's hands
were commonly compared to an eloquent mouth. This is, in theory, over the heads of the children in the
audience and is for the entertainment of the adults. The titles continued to include the word Harlequin even
after the first decade of the s, when Joseph Grimaldi came to dominate London pantomime and made the
character, Clown, a colourful agent of chaos, as important in the entertainment as Harlequin. It was the most
exciting part of the "panto", because it was fast-paced and included spectacular scenic magic as well as
slapstick comedy, dancing and acrobatics. The one she loves is poor but worthy, while the father prefers the
other, a wealthy fop. Spoken drama was allowed in London only in the two later three patent theatres until
Parliament changed this restriction in  Some of these conventions were once common to other genres of
popular theatre such as melodrama. The presence of slapstick in this part of the show evolved from the
characters found in Italian commedia dell'arte. After the time of Grimaldi, Clown became the principal
schemer trying to thwart the lovers, and Pantaloon was merely his assistant. The transformation sequence was
presided over by a Fairy Queen or Fairy Godmother character. A slapstick comedy routine may be performed,
often a decorating or baking scene, with humour based on throwing messy substances. At some point during
the performance, characters including the Dame and the comic will sit on a bench and sing a cheerful song to
forget their fears. Audience participation , including calls of "He's behind you! Harlequin was the first word or
the first word after the "or" because Harlequin was initially the most important character.


